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HYPER GRINDER

Volume Size Weight
0,45 m3 120x60x62 cm 70 Kg

Professional sander with single disc and variable speed ideal 
for grinding flush against walls. 
RTK 280 is a single disc sander, very compact with high performance, easy to transport, and reaches narrow 
and impractical areas. Thanks to the articulated head and the opening tool cart with guided wheels on both 
sides, the RTK 280 can also be transformed into an effective edge sander in just a few seconds.

MAIN CHARACTERISTICS:
› Tool casing height only 100 mm! Smooth under shelves etc.
› Perfectly balanced during sanding with vibration levels much lower than other market appliances.
› Swivel head on three angles: left, centre and right. Operation can be performed in seconds and without tools.
› Tool holders mounted on a levitating joint that follows the floor at all times.
› Quick, safe and fast tool change without the use of a key or hammer.
› Height adjustable wheels.
› Detachable chassis for easy transport.

RTK
280

TECHNICAL DATA

Model Motor Amp Volt Hertz Tool
Speed

Working
Area

Tool
Size

Size
LxAxP cm Weight

RTK 280 2,6 kW 14 230 50 1400 rpm 280mm 1x280mm 90x75x39 70 Kg
RTK 280 VS 3 kW 12,5 230 50/60 840 - 1680 rpm 280mm 1x280mm 90x75x39 76 Kg
RTK 280 T4VS 3 kW 12,5 380/400 50/60 840 - 1680 rpm 280mm 1x280mm 90x75x39 80 Kg
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Compact and performing single disc grinder. 
Edge grinder.

Swivel head on three angles: left, centre and right. 
Operations can be performed in seconds and 
without extra tools.

Quick tool change, speedy and safe. Tools 
are available for any need. RTK280 allows 
effective removal of glues and resins.

The swivel head allows the edge to be 
accessed.

Foldable handle reduces space during 
transport. Thanks to the compact design 
RTK280 easily enters any vehicle.



HYPER GRINDER

Easy control panel. 

Quick adjustment of the handle.

The swivel head allows the optimal 
working position and facilitates grinding 
flush with the wall.

RTK
280

OPTIMIZED SUCTION
 SYSTEM
Connection to the dust 
extractor in order to work dry 
and without dust.
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Manual adjustment of the head angle.

Quick to disassemble for easier 
transportation or easier loading.

Removable side door for grinding flush 
the wall.

FIXED HEAD AND OSCILLATING HEAD SYSTEM

Loosening and tightening the piston the RTK 280 
will be able to work with:

a) SWINGING HEAD
Follows the hollows and undulations of the floor.
b) FIXED HEAD
By tightening the piston with manual 
adjustment, the head remains rigid in the desired 
inclination.

a) b)
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Your Official Dealer:

TOOLS

BUSH HAMMER exclusive tool 
useful for many applications.

SANDBLASTING sandblasting 
effect.

PDC SCRAPER for resin removal and 
thick coatings.

PDC HYPER SCRAPER for resin  
removal and thick coatings.

TCK ARROW for resin removal and 
paints on hard concrete floors

BT ROUND for the removal of lower 
thickness resins and paints.

TCK SERIES preperations and removal of 
coatings on concrete floors.

HG-M diamond tools for medium 
abrasive concretes.

HG-X diamond tools for grinding 
HARD floors. HG-S diamond tools for soft concrete. HG-A diamond tools for very abrasi-

ve and asphalt concrete. HG-N for standard concrete.

TRAPEZOIDS SPRING HOLD SYSTEM for perfect 
and homogeneous concrete polishing.

JUMPY GREEN for smoothing and 
polishing concrete floors.

SERIES MM metal diamond discs 
for polishing marble.

JUMPY YELLOW Resin disks for 
brightening marble floors.

SERIES MTM To smooth terrazzo,  
limestone, travertine and abrasive floors.

JUMPY ORANGE for brightening  
granite, Terrazzo, Limestone and Sown.

SERIES GM Metal diamond discs 
for smoothing granite and stoneware.

JUMPY RED Resin diamond disks 
for polishing granite and stoneware.

PAVELUX to remove adhesive or polish 
marble and granite.

ANTIQUE BRUSH system to clean 
marble, stone and terracotta.

TOOLS BOX Complete kit for  
grinding and polishing.


